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The /805 have been rough on Chris Brown= When he wasn't
battling a disability no one understands, he was taking on a
government that thought he was crazy. Sidebar. 580 words.

-By PAUL SCHRATZ@=
MSoutham News@=
OTTAWA _ The 'SOs have been rough on Chris Brown"
When he wasn't battling a disability no one understands, he was
taking on a government that thought he was crazy.
It1e federal government no longer calls envir(Jf)mental
hypersensitivity a psychosomatic illness or suggests its
sufferers would be better off with a psychiatrist than a
physician.
But for Brown, who has suffered from the disability since 1979,
the damage is done. The innuendo and the lack of action have
left him frustrated and determined to undo the damage he blames
on the 9QVernmen"t"
"The response of the authorities has been a bigger problem
than the problem itself," said the 39-year-old former
journalist.
"People have lost their jobs, their careers, families have
been broken up, and a number of people have killed
themselvesu"
Although it's hard to confirm how many suffer from the
condition, Brown estimates between 10,000 and 15,000 Canadians
consider themselves environmentally hypersensitive, reacting to
ordinary objects the way most people are affected by toxic
substances.
The federal Health Department was skeptical about environmental
sensitivity until 1984, blaming other factors such as stress.
"It's one thing to have a problem," said Brown. "It's

-~R9ther thin~ to have the-government tell you that your problem
is you're crackers."
But Dr. Joseph Losos, director-general of the federal
Laboratory Centre for Disease Control, said the government lS

now reviewing the myriad studies and reports on the disease.
"I think that the obvious step is to bring in the main players
and get on with trying to solve the problem," Losos said. "I
hope that as this process takes shape, that may relieve his
(Brown's) anxietiesu
"I don't think he can say now that the department's not
interested or i9norit19 the problem, bec~use there/s been ~ tair
bit of action. The measurement of the problem should address
the credibility of the (environmentally sensitive) people."
Brown left the CBC in 1984, and now does contract work. But his
struggle for the environmentally sensitive is time consuming.
He has been on the boards of the Allergy and Environmental
Health Association and the Advocacy Group for the
Environmentally Sensitive. He's trying to get Health and
Welfare to state unequivocally that the disability exists, to



launch a public education campaign and to help "reicue"
sufferers who have been confined to psychiatric hospitals.
The government's decision to probe the subject deserves "some
credit," said Brown, who believes Health Minister Perrin
Beatty is taking "a much more intelligent approach" than
predecessor Jake Epp.
But years after the government stopped allegin9
hypersensitivity sufferers' problems were more mental than
physical, the stigma remains, Brown said.
He has had to fight for respectability, while also battling the
anxiety, depression, hyperactivity and "flakiness" that
hypersensitivity induces in him. All he can do is try to avoid
the materials he has so far discovered cause reactions:
petrochemicals, some foods, tobacco smoke, dust, formaldehyde

At least Brown is aware of his problem, which he shared with a
grandfather, as well as several aunts and uncles. Thousands of
Canadians suffer from the condition and don't know what's
happening to them, he said. Others know, yet won't go public_*3~ ~~ r.~:r~-1:[tl<;I:f"f,~~~f:~~~"'~~~~~'kifli"D ~ r'M- i rQ'fQjPQU~~._~
But progress is being made, he admitted.
The federal study is a start. More people are seeking help. And
last winter, the Allergy and Environmental Health Association
submitted its first position paper on the condition to the
federal government.
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Adds Losos: "There are institutes set up in the States where
people 90 and pay mega-dollars for treatments, and somehow the
owners of these places can get very wealthy. But does this work
or not really remains unmeasured. ' •
Los Cl S S~,3 i cl l' E' S e ::.'1 r chi s nee de d to fin d 0 u t how m:3 ny pe 0 p 1'2
suffer from hypersensitivity and how disabling it actually is.
The first step, which his centre began in September, is to
contact "the main players" _ the ecologists, allergists and

, ',( i \:~nt("jr y ..
"We want to be a catalyst that brings these experts
together y" he saidn
The next step will likely be a recommendation to the National
Health Rese~rch Development Pr(Jgram to coo-ordinate all groupsu
"In my view? there's a lot of expertise OiJt ttlere that CQuld
very easily, if it is facilitated, measure the problem."
Losos compares the condition with Chronic fatique Syndrome _
t ha '\'.Jllr'II·"l'~ Ijl"'"l-"'C:"':P" Wl.... '·-·~ -J'<:: •.,,1,;;;,',1--,01'1"1'::; ,"p.:"o:"X',-·j-'e,:! LI.."'.I }"i'.l.:';~1"" ,1"ri.J ...... ,.l'_';;,j.J_ ..... :i~ .... l • • ,J ;;Id. ...... \- .... :J J.._~ .... ;;:; .... I ...r ~ .•

department. "Doctors are ordering tests at great expense to
the system, not knowing what to do with the results."
Can hypersensitivity be diagnosed? Is there a lab test that can
be developed? The federal project may shed some light .. Bu~ it's
not going to lead to an overnight breakthrough ..
Losos said his laboratory has no intention of be~oming 'the
centre for excellence" in hypersensitivity. Instead,
information about the disease will be disseminated "to the
trenches" by advising the medical and health communities of
de \'; e 1 () PmiE! rl t s :,
"We're not going to pretend to be everything to everyone on
thi-;:; .. 11


